AGENDA
PTI DC-10 Slab-on-Ground Committee
Monday, May 1, 2017
1:30 PM to 5:30 PM
Hyatt Regency Atlanta - Atlanta, GA
Voting Members Present (x of 15)
Brian Juedes, Chair
Dean Read, Vice Chair
John Bryant
Dan Buck
Ken Douglass
Peter Fleming
Jack Graves, Jr.
Don Illingworth
Harley Nethken
Dan Overton
Homer Parker, Jr
Paul Pattridge
Don Shaheen
Tami Spicer
Ryne Stoker
Theodore Neff, NV
Amy Dowell, NV

Felten Group, Inc.
MLAW Forensics, Inc.
Bryant Consultants, Inc.
Suncoast Post-Tension, Ltd.
Eric L. Davis Engineering
Geotechnical Testing & Inspections
Builders Post-Tension
Don Illingworth & Associates, Inc.
Tech-Con Systems, Inc.
Engineering Analytics, Inc.
Parker Engineering, LLC
PPT, Inc.
DPIS Engineering
Strand Systems Engineering, Inc.
Geotek, Inc.
PTI Staff
PTI Staff

Visitors Present

ACTION ITEMS FROM LAST / THIS MEETING
Item #

Subject

Action

Performance
Evaluation
Guidelines

Rewrite based on agreement at
October 2016 meeting and reballot

User Guide

Start balloting Structural Chapters
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Responsible

Deadline /
Completed
Resolving
final
negatives
in this
meeting
After PEG
ballot

Agenda Item

Expected Outcome /
Actions Taken

A. General
A.1 Call to Order
A.2 Introductions
A.3 Committee Roster /
Changes
A.4 PTI Antitrust Policy
B. Agenda & Minutes
B.1 Approval of Agenda
B.2 Approval of Minutes
from 4/25/16, 10/5/16,
1/12/17, 2/27/17,
3/23/17, and 4/6/17
(Meeting ballot
required)

B.2 Vote on Minutes approval from 4/25/16
Motion / Second: Name / Name
Result: X-X-X (Y-N-A)
Vote on Minutes approval from 10/5/16
Motion / Second: Name / Name
Result: X-X-X (Y-N-A)
Vote on Minutes approval from 1/12/17
Motion / Second: Name / Name
Result: X-X-X (Y-N-A)
Vote on Minutes approval from 2/27/17
Motion / Second: Name / Name
Result: X-X-X (Y-N-A)
Vote on Minutes approval from 3/23/17
Motion / Second: Name / Name
Result: X-X-X (Y-N-A)
Vote on Minutes approval from 4/6/17
Motion / Second: Name / Name
Result: X-X-X (Y-N-A)

C. Actions Taken Between
Meetings
C.1 Letter Ballots (1605)

C.1 Ballot 1605-Evaluation Guidelines – rewrite after Tucson:
resolution of negatives to be completed in this meeting

C.2 Web Meetings (1/12/17,
2/27/17, 3/23/17, and
4/6/17)
1. Action Item 1: (Resolution
of Final Items on Ballot 1605
- PEG)
1.1. Resolve four remaining
negatives from Ballot 1605

1.1 Remaining negatives are #88, #91, #97, and #111 (Attachment 1.1)

1.2 Evaluation Guidelines for the Performance of SOG Foundations –
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Expected Outcome /
Actions Taken

Agenda Item

showing resolved negatives with changes accepted.

2. Action Item 2: (TG
Reorganization)
2.1 Identify tasks for
Structural,
Geotechnical, and
Construction and
Mainentance TG
2.2 Set TG membership and
action items with
completion goals
3. Action Item 3: (User
Guide)
3.1 Set schedule for
balloting of Structural
Chapters
E. New Business
E.1
E.2
F. Next Meeting
2017 PTI Committee Days
– Cancún, Mexico –
October 4-6, 2017
Web Meetings:
G. Adjourn

AGENDA / MEETING EXHIBITS
Exhibit #
Roster / A.4

Subject
Sign-In Sheet / PTI Anti-Trust Policy

B.2

Meeting Minutes from 1/12/17, 2/27/17, 3/23/17, and 4/6/17

1.1

Resolution of Negatives from Ballot 1605

1.2

Evaluation Guidelines for the Performance of SOG Foundations – showing resolved
negatives with changes accepted.
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PTI POLICY STATEMENT ON COMPLIANCE WITH
ANTITRUST LAWS
At a meeting on October 8, 1980, the Board of Directors first discussed the Institute's status and policies regarding
compliance with antitrust laws. After review of both the internal and external compliance procedures, the
following resolution was approved:
"The staff, officers, directors and members of the Post-Tensioning Institute are reminded that they are required
to comply with the spirit and specific requirements of the antitrust laws on all activities within the scope of, and
related to, the official functions of PTI. Further, this restated position, along with appropriate explanatory
material, should be placed in all meeting folders/books periodically, beginning with the 8th of October meeting
of PTI."
On July 24, 2012 and again on October 7, 2015, the Executive Committee authorized Legal Counsel to review
and update this Policy Statement in the perspective of the Department of Justice Business Review Letter of July
30, 1997 and current case law. As a continuing guide for your participation in PTI's meetings, please review and
continue to adhere to the following "Legal Limitation on Discussions at PTI Meetings."

LEGAL LIMITATION ON DISCUSSIONS AT PTI MEETINGS AND EVENTS
A free exchange of ideas on matters of mutual interest to the members is necessary for the success of all meetings.
Indeed, such an exchange of views is essential to the successful operation of every trade association and the law
specifically allows legitimate exchange of views pertaining to, e.g., quality control, safety, building design and
construction integrity, etc.
It is not the purpose of this memorandum to discourage the exploration in depth of any matters of legitimate
concern to meeting participants. Nevertheless, to ignore certain antitrust ground rules, either through ignorance or
otherwise, is to create a civil and criminal hazard businessmen simply cannot afford.
It is for these reasons that PTI provides you with a reminder that certain areas of formal and informal
communication between competitors or between manufacturers and their suppliers and customers must be
avoided, as posing potential antitrust problems.
The Sherman Antitrust Act, the Clayton Act, the Federal Trade Commission Act, and the Robinson-Patman Act
comprise the basic federal antitrust laws, which set forth the broad areas of conduct considered illegal as restraints
of trade. In general, agreements or understandings between competitors that operate as an impediment to free and
open competition are forbidden. Federal antitrust prohibitions forbid any "agreement or understanding...to
substantially lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly in any line of commerce." An important point to
keep in mind is that communications and discussions between competitors or between sellers and customers, about
matters which may be considered anti-competitive, often comprise the evidence from which courts infer antitrust
violations. It is the policy of the Post-Tensioning Institute that such agreements, understandings or
communications shall not be tolerated at any formal or informal meetings or social events of the Institute.
The general prohibitions contained in the federal antitrust laws, have been particularized in the form of a series of
consent decrees, originally entered against a number of member companies of various trade associations and the
associations themselves. It is important to note that these laws not only apply to PTI members, but also to PTI
itself. Often trade associations have been and are presently co-defendants in cases brought by the Justice
Department and the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”). Recently, the FTC has stated: “Because trade
associations are by their nature collaborations among competitors, the Commission and courts have long been
concerned with anti-competitive restraints imposed by such organizations under the guise of codes of conduct.
Competing for customers, cutting prices, and recruiting employees are hallmarks of vigorous competition.
Agreements among competitors not to engage in these activities injure consumers by increasing prices and
reducing quality and choice.” Similar “codes” or policies and requirements that encourage directly or indirectly
members’ unlawful activity are strictly forbidden by PTI in the course of its business with its members.

SPECIFIC EXAMPLES OF ACTIVITIES AND PRACTICES PROHIBITED
AT ALL PTI MEETINGS AND EVENTS:
Included in activities and practices which are forbidden, and are contrary to the policy of the Institute, both under
the general antitrust laws and the consent decrees, subject to the said Business Review Letter, are the following:


Agreeing to allocate markets, customers or suppliers among competitors, classify certain customers or
suppliers being entitled to preferential treatment by manufacturers, and establish geographic trading areas.



Participating in any plan designed to induce any manufacturer or distributor to sell or refrain from selling,
or discriminate in favor of, or against any particular customer or class of customers.



Agreeing in any manner to fix or otherwise establish bids, prices (including price increases, decreases,
standardization or stabilization), profits, costs, contract terms affecting price (such as discounts and credit
terms), etc. because, e.g. prices were too low, with the exception of certain resale pricing agreements
between manufacturers and retailers or distributors.



Agreeing in any manner to limit or restrict the quality of products to be produced (e.g., restrictions on
selling coated strand to certain customers).



Participating in any plan which has the effect of discriminating against, or excluding competitors,
suppliers or customers.

These examples are provided to guide you in your discussions during formal and informal PTI meetings and social
events. If the occasion arises, more specific advice will be provided by legal counsel, who is required by Article
IV, Section 7 of the PTI By-Laws to be present at all meetings of the Board of Directors and the Executive
Committee.

Attachment B.2

PTI DC-10 Slab-on-Ground WM
Resolution of Negatives on Ballot 1602-Evaluation Guidelines for
the Performance of SOG Foundations
January 12, 2017, 11:00 AM – 1:00 PM Eastern

Members Present:
Brian Juedes, Dean Read, Dan Buck, Ken Douglass, Don Illingworth, Jack
Graves, Dan Overton, Homer Parker, Paul Pattridge, Don Shaheen, Tami Spicer,
Ryne Stoker
Members Absent:
John Bryant, Peter Fleming, Harley Nethken
Staff Present:
Amy Dowell
The resolution of negatives on Ballot 1605-Evaluation Guidelines was discussed
(Attachment A).
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Attachment B.2

PTI DC-10 Slab-on-Ground WM
Resolution of Negatives on Ballot 1602-Evaluation Guidelines for
the Performance of SOG Foundations
February 27, 2017, 11:00 AM – 1:00 PM Eastern

Members Present:
Brian Juedes, Dean Read, Dan Buck, Ken Douglass, Jack Graves, Harley
Nethken, Dan Overton, Homer Parker, Paul Pattridge, Don Shaheen, Tami
Spicer, Ryne Stoker
Members Absent:
John Bryant, Peter Fleming, Don Illingworth
Staff Present:
Amy Dowell
The resolution of negatives on Ballot 1605-Evaluation Guidelines was discussed
(Attachment A).
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Attachment B.2

PTI DC-10 Slab-on-Ground WM
Resolution of Negatives on Ballot 1605-Evaluation Guidelines for
the Performance of SOG Foundations
March 23, 2017, 11:00 AM – 1:00 PM Eastern

Members Present:
Brian Juedes, Dean Read, Dan Buck, Ken Douglass, Jack Graves, Don
Illingworth, Harley Nethken, Homer Parker, Paul Pattridge, Don Shaheen, Tami
Spicer, Ryne Stoker
Members Absent:
John Bryant, Peter Fleming, Dan Overton
Staff Present:
Amy Dowell
The resolution of negatives on Ballot 1605-Evaluation Guidelines was discussed
(Attachment A).
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Attachment B.2

PTI DC-10 Slab-on-Ground WM
Resolution of Negatives on Ballot 1605-Evaluation Guidelines for
the Performance of SOG Foundations
April 6, 2017, 11:00 AM – 1:00 PM Eastern

Members Present:
Brian Juedes, Dean Read, Ken Douglass, Jack Graves, Don Illingworth, Dan
Overton, Don Shaheen, Ryne Stoker
Members Absent:
John Bryant, Dan Buck, Peter Fleming, Harley Nethken, Homer Parker, Paul
Pattridge, Tami Spicer
Staff Present:
Amy Dowell
The resolution of negatives on Ballot 1605-Evaluation Guidelines was discussed
(Attachment A).
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Attachment 1.1

PTI Committee: DC‐10 – Slab‐on‐Ground Committee
Ballot: DC10‐1605
Document Title: PTI DC10.8‐xx: Evaluation Guidelines for the Performance of SOG Foundations

Ballot Summary:
Ballot
Item
1.0
2.0
3.0
3.1
3.2
3.3
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
6.0
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.4
7.0
8.0
9.0

Yes

No

Abs/No
Vote

Meets ½
Rule

Meets
2/3 Rule

Item
Passes

13
12
14
13
12
9
14
13
14
12
13
14
13
14
14
13
12
10
13
11
12
11
13
14
11
13
11
11
14

2
2
0
1
2
6
0
1
0
2
1
0
1
0
0
1
2
4
1
3
2
3
1
0
3
1
3
3
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y*
Y*
Y*
Y*
Y*
N
Y*
Y*
Y*
Y*
Y*
Y*
Y*
Y*
Y*
Y*
Y*
Y*
Y*
Y*
Y*
Y*
Y*
Y*
Y*
Y*
Y*
Y*
Y*

Voting: Y – Approve; Y‐E – Approve with Editorial Comment –N – Negative; A – Abstain.
*Passes upon resolution of negatives
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Ballot Start Date:
Ballot End Date:
Extended to:

Voting Participation
Number of voting members: 15
Ballots not received from: Buck

October 25, 2016
November 30, 2016
December 5, 2016

Attachment 1.1

PTI Committee: DC‐10 – Slab‐on‐Ground Committee
Ballot: DC10‐1605
Document Title: PTI DC10.8‐xx: Evaluation Guidelines for the Performance of SOG Foundations

Voting
Members
/Section
Juedes
Read
Bryant
Buck
Douglass
Fleming
Graves
Illingworth
Nethken
Overton
Parker
Pattridge
Shaheen
Spicer
Stoker

Ballot Start Date:
Ballot End Date:
Extended to:

October 25, 2016
November 30, 2016
December 5, 2016

1.0

2.0

3.1

3.2

3.3

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.3.2

5.3.3

5.3.4

5.3.5

Y
Y
N

Y
N
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
N
Y

Y
N
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
N
Y

Y
N
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y‐E
Y

Y
Y‐E
Y

Y
N
Y

Y
N
Y

Y
N
Y

Y
N
Y

Y
Y
Y‐E
Y
Y
Y
Y‐E
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y‐E
Y
Y‐E
Y‐E
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y‐E

Y‐E
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y‐E
Y‐E
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y‐E
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
Y
Y‐E
N
Y
N
N
Y‐E
N
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y‐E
Y
Y
Y
Y‐E
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y‐E
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y‐E
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y‐E
Y
Y
Y‐E
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y‐E
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y‐E
Y
N
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y‐E
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
Y
Y
Y‐E
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
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Attachment 1.1

PTI Committee: DC‐10 – Slab‐on‐Ground Committee
Ballot: DC10‐1605
Document Title: PTI DC10.8‐xx: Evaluation Guidelines for the Performance of SOG Foundations

Voting Members
/Section
Juedes
Read
Bryant
Buck
Douglass
Fleming
Graves
Illingworth
Nethken
Overton
Parker
Pattridge
Shaheen
Spicer
Stoker

Ballot Start Date:
Ballot End Date:
Extended to:

6.0

6.1

6.2

6.3

6.3.2

6.4

7.0

8.0

9.0

Y
N
Y

Y
N
Y

Y
N
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
N
Y

Y
N
Y

Y
N
Y

Y
N
Y

Y
Y‐E
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y

Y‐E
Y
Y
Y‐E
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y‐E

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y

Y‐E
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y‐E
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
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October 25, 2016
November 30, 2016
December 5, 2016

Attachment 1.1

PTI Committee: DC‐10 – Slab‐on‐Ground Committee
Ballot: DC10‐1605
Document Title: PTI DC10.8‐xx: Evaluation Guidelines for the Performance of SOG Foundations

1

Name

Sec
tio
n#

Fleming
Nethken

All

Page / Vote:
Line # Y / Y‐E
/N/A

All

All
All
exc excep
ept
t as
as noted
Bryant
not belo
ed
w
bel
ow
Chapter 1 ‐ Introduction
Parker
1.0 3/3‐5

1.0

Y=Affirmative Y‐E=Affirmative with Comment
N=Negative (must include reason)
A=Abstain

Y

I approve all sections.

Y

I approve all sections except as noted below.

Comment

Y‐E

Line 5 “addresses” what

3/5

Y‐E

The second bullet doesn’t make sense.

3/13

Y‐E

Line 13 is redundant with Line 7
Why reference the 2012 code?
… Distress “pattern” in the framing …. Distress has a defined pattern
due to movement.
The definitions of “acceptable”, “unacceptable” or “marginal” are
not logically consistent and are ambiguous.

2

Read

3

Parker

4
5

Read
Parker

1.0

4/3
4/11

Y‐E
Y‐E

6

Bryant

1.0

4/17‐
19

N

Delete “whether a” and “is “acceptable”, “unacceptable”, or
“marginal”” from page 4 / line 17‐18
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Ballot Start Date:
Ballot End Date:
Extended to:

October 25, 2016
November 30, 2016
December 5, 2016

Proposed Resolution

Provides guidelines to aid in the
evaluation of the perform of
residential and other similarly
constructed low‐rise buildings
founded on slab‐on‐ground
foundations.
Change “addresses the” to “applies
to”
No change made
Change “2012” to “2015
Insert “pattern”
Motion to find nonpersuasive.
Graves/Stoker
11‐0‐0
Motion passes

Attachment 1.1

PTI Committee: DC‐10 – Slab‐on‐Ground Committee
Ballot: DC10‐1605
Document Title: PTI DC10.8‐xx: Evaluation Guidelines for the Performance of SOG Foundations

Name

7

8

Graves

Ballot Start Date:
Ballot End Date:
Extended to:

October 25, 2016
November 30, 2016
December 5, 2016

Sec
tio
n#

Page / Vote:
Line # Y / Y‐E
/N/A

Y=Affirmative Y‐E=Affirmative with Comment
N=Negative (must include reason)
A=Abstain

1.0

4/14‐
16

Y‐E

Need to leave these last two sentences in the document. They are
true and should be noted.

Leave in document
No change made – sentence
deleted as balloted.

N

Curvature – definition and trying to define prior to Introduction of
points 1, 2, and 3 prior to definition.

Curvature – is a measure of how
sharp the curving often taken as
the measure of change that occurs
from a basic shape to the deformed
shape. It is defined only in this
document as the ratio of maximum
change (a maximum distance
between deformed shape and
original shape) divided by the
length in which the curvature
occurs. This curvature length has a
minimum distance of 25‐feet when
associated with slab‐on‐ground
foundations.

Chapter 2 ‐ Definitions
Parker
2.0 5/14

Comment

Proposed Resolution

Delete from definition “Curvature
is quantified…” as it is already in
the text later on and include a
figure to describe. Do the same for
Tilt definition. Add reference to 6.1
and 6.3 to the definition to the
location where this is discussed in
the text
Stoker/Shaheen
11‐0‐0
Motion passes
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Attachment 1.1

PTI Committee: DC‐10 – Slab‐on‐Ground Committee
Ballot: DC10‐1605
Document Title: PTI DC10.8‐xx: Evaluation Guidelines for the Performance of SOG Foundations

Name

Sec
tio
n#

Page / Vote:
Line # Y / Y‐E
/N/A

Y=Affirmative Y‐E=Affirmative with Comment
N=Negative (must include reason)
A=Abstain

Comment

9
10

Parker
Read

2.0

5/17
56/19
‐2

Y‐E
N

“Quantified”
Need to indicate that the “list includes examples of distress that
may or may not be caused by foundation movement

11

Douglass

2.0

10/7

Y‐E

Planar tilt limitation only applies if it is assumed the center of the
foundation doesn’t move

12

Parker

6/5

Y‐E

Definition uses point 1 3 ,etc. Have to have read the last definition
and make the leap of faith they are meaning the same thing.
Technically the curvature length is larger then the chord length
except for only cases where Radius approaches infinitely.
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Ballot Start Date:
Ballot End Date:
Extended to:

October 25, 2016
November 30, 2016
December 5, 2016

Proposed Resolution

Change to ratio
Change “Examples include but are
not limited to” to “Examples of
cosmetic distress that may be
caused by foundation movement
include but are not limited to”
Find persuasive and change to:
add to the end of Distress
definition “It must be noted that
distress can be caused by other
factors such as material shrinkage,
differential thermal movement
unrelated to foundation
movement.”
Stoker/Pattridge
11‐0‐0
Motion passes
Add: “if it is assumed there is no
change in the elevation of the
reference point” to the end of the
sentence on line 7.
Curvature Length (Lc) the
definition used within this
document deviates from classical
terminology used in surveying and
mathematics (which would call this
the chord length) and is defined as
the horizontal distance over which
the curvature is occurring. Because
it is assumed the “central angle”

Attachment 1.1

PTI Committee: DC‐10 – Slab‐on‐Ground Committee
Ballot: DC10‐1605
Document Title: PTI DC10.8‐xx: Evaluation Guidelines for the Performance of SOG Foundations

Name

13

Parker

14

Graves

Sec
tio
n#

2.0

15

Read

2.0

16

Stoker

2.0

Page / Vote:
Line # Y / Y‐E
/N/A

Y=Affirmative Y‐E=Affirmative with Comment
N=Negative (must include reason)
A=Abstain

Comment

6/8

Y‐E

The written definition sounds funny

6 / 18

Y‐E

6 / 23
7/8
7/8
7 /12
9/
16‐18
6/22‐
23

Y‐E
Y‐E
Y–E
Y–E
Y‐E

Thought we were not going to use the term “superstructure”?
Add “could” in front of include at beginning of this line.
Use of “superstructure”
Add “could” in front of include and after “Example” of this line.
Delete “A” before “tilted”
“Superstructure” – I think this a proper term, but thought it was
determined to be inappropriate for this document?

N

Need to indicate that the “list” includes examples of distress that
may or may not be caused by foundation movement.

All

Y‐E

We use the term “Survey” throughout the document. I believe we
should define that a “Survey” is not required to be stamped by a
licensed Surveyor.
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Ballot Start Date:
Ballot End Date:
Extended to:

October 25, 2016
November 30, 2016
December 5, 2016

Proposed Resolution

approaches zero, then the chord
length can be taken as the
Curvature length.
(indented definition to clarify that
it is related to the previous
definition)
Data point. Is a record of
measured elevation at a known
position on the slab‐n‐ground
plane.
Clarify (deleted definition and
changed “superstructure” to
structure throughout)
Insert word (changed)
Clarify
Insert word (changed)
Delete word (changed)
Clarify
Change “Examples include but are
not limited to” to “Examples of
functional distress that may be
caused by foundation movement
include but are not limited to”
Resolved in previous comment
Floor elevations and survey is the
gathering of data points completed
under the responsible charge of a
LDP.

Attachment 1.1

PTI Committee: DC‐10 – Slab‐on‐Ground Committee
Ballot: DC10‐1605
Document Title: PTI DC10.8‐xx: Evaluation Guidelines for the Performance of SOG Foundations

Sec
tio
n#

Page / Vote:
Line # Y / Y‐E
/N/A

Y=Affirmative Y‐E=Affirmative with Comment
N=Negative (must include reason)
A=Abstain

2.0

7/16

Y‐E

ADD OR 1/8 INCH

18

Illingwort
h
Read

2.0

7/1‐2

N

19

Read

2.0

7/8‐9

N

20

Parker

7/15

N

Name

17

21

Read

2.0

8/3

N

Comment

An open exterior caulk joint is not necessarily functional distress
caused by foundation movement (that appears to be the intent of
this list). It could be due to poorly installed or maintained sealant.
Also we want exterior caulk joints to open as a result of foundation
movement.
Need to indicate that the “list” includes examples of distress that
may or may not be caused by foundation movement.

Ballot Start Date:
Ballot End Date:
Extended to:

October 25, 2016
November 30, 2016
December 5, 2016

Proposed Resolution

Delete “open exterior caulk joints”
Resolved in previous comment

Not all elevations are measured using decimal values. Not
consistent with later reference to survey equipment accuracy of
1/8‐inch.

Change “Examples include but are
not limited to” to “Examples of
structural distress that may be
caused by foundation movement
include but are not limited to”
Delete “Elevations are typically
measured and recorded to the
nearest 0.1 inch”

We refer to soil movement as shrink and swell in other documents.
We should use “Soil Swell” or “Soil swelling” not heave. We use
“soil shrinkage”

Add 1/8 in. to 0.1 in.
Illingworth/Shaheen
11‐0‐0
Motion passes
Change “Heave” to “Soil swelling”
(move to correct alphabetical
location)
Check entire document for
replacement. Change to soil swell
or swelling depending on usage in
document.
Overton/Pattridge
11‐0‐0
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Attachment 1.1

PTI Committee: DC‐10 – Slab‐on‐Ground Committee
Ballot: DC10‐1605
Document Title: PTI DC10.8‐xx: Evaluation Guidelines for the Performance of SOG Foundations

Name

22

Parker

23

Read

24

Parker

Sec
tio
n#

2.0

Page / Vote:
Line # Y / Y‐E
/N/A

Y=Affirmative Y‐E=Affirmative with Comment
N=Negative (must include reason)
A=Abstain

8/8

Y‐E

Material shrinkage: is defined as the reduction in volume in a
material from among other things loss of moisture.

8/20‐
21

Y‐E

I believe the second sentence is grammatically incorrect.

9/1

N

Comment

Settlement. Is a process by which bulk soil volume reduces under
loading due to flow of pore water. Immediate settlement, which is
elastic deformation of dry soil and moist and saturated soils without
change to moisture content. Primary Consolidation settlement is
the volume change in saturated cohesive soils because of the flow of
pore water.
Secondary Compressive settlement is the plastic adjustment of soil
fabric in cohesive soils.
According to Karl von Terzahi “consolidation is any process which
involves a decrease in water content of saturated soil without
replacement of water by air.”
Settlement does not occur in Rock, a soil type

Ballot Start Date:
Ballot End Date:
Extended to:

October 25, 2016
November 30, 2016
December 5, 2016

Proposed Resolution

Motion passes
Material shrinkage: is defined as
the reduction in volume in a
material from among other things
loss of moisture.
Change “Separation may occur at a
joint ….” To “A separation may
occur at a joint”
Settlement. Is a process by which
bulk soil volume reduces under
loading or loss of moisture or air.
due to flow of pore water.
Immediate settlement, which is
elastic deformation of dry soil and
moist and saturated soils without
change to moisture content.
Primary Consolidation settlement is
the volume change in saturated
cohesive soils because of the flow
of pore water.
Secondary Compressive settlement
is the plastic adjustment of soil
fabric in cohesive soils.
According to Karl von Terzahi
“consolidation is any process which
involves a decrease in water
content of saturated soil without
replacement of water by air.”
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Attachment 1.1

PTI Committee: DC‐10 – Slab‐on‐Ground Committee
Ballot: DC10‐1605
Document Title: PTI DC10.8‐xx: Evaluation Guidelines for the Performance of SOG Foundations

Name

Sec
tio
n#

Page / Vote:
Line # Y / Y‐E
/N/A

Y=Affirmative Y‐E=Affirmative with Comment
N=Negative (must include reason)
A=Abstain

Comment

25

Read

2.0

9/2

N

26

Illingwort
h

2.0

9/19

Y‐E

CHANGE PARENTHES TO (ADJUSTED OR UNADJUSTED AS NOTED ON
PLAN)

27

Read

2.0

9/21

Y‐E

We refer to tilt as “planer tilt” on Page 3 / line 21

28

29

30

Settlement can be caused by a loss of moisture or air

Chapter 3 – Brief Overview of Foundation Movement
Read
3.1 11/10
N
We refer to soil movement as shrink and swell in other documents.
We should use “Soil Swell” or “Soil swelling” not heave. We use
“soil shrinkage”
Douglass 3.1 11/12
Y‐E
Need to be consistent in the paragraph by using the phrase “cause
‐18
distress” in lieu of “be detrimental”

Pattridge

3.1

P11/L
22 –
P12/6

Y‐E

Ballot Start Date:
Ballot End Date:
Extended to:

October 25, 2016
November 30, 2016
December 5, 2016

Proposed Resolution

Proposal to accept first paragraph
of Homer’s proposal – delete
second paragraph. Remove the
word cohesive. Delete existing
definition
Overton/Stoker
10‐0‐1
Change “or loss of moisture.” To
“or loss of moisture or air”
Graves/Stoker
11‐0‐0
Motion passes

Change “also known as global tilt”
to “also known as global or planer
tilt”

Change “heave” to “soil swelling”

Yes
Line 17 replace “be detrimental”
with “cause distress”
Line 18 – replace “be detrimental”
with “cause distress”
This is evaluation of foundation performance and to evaluate it must No change – background
already have been built. I am of the opinion discussing proper
information.
design does not belong here. Delete to the point where we are
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Attachment 1.1

PTI Committee: DC‐10 – Slab‐on‐Ground Committee
Ballot: DC10‐1605
Document Title: PTI DC10.8‐xx: Evaluation Guidelines for the Performance of SOG Foundations

Name

Sec
tio
n#

Page / Vote:
Line # Y / Y‐E
/N/A

31
32

Parker
Pattridge

3.1
3.1

11/10
P12/L
11

Y‐E
Y‐E

33

Parker

3.2

11/21

N

34

Illingwort
h
Read

3.2

12/3

Y‐E

3.2

12/11

N

35

Y=Affirmative Y‐E=Affirmative with Comment
N=Negative (must include reason)
A=Abstain

Comment

discussing the “mitigation of foundation movement after
construction”
Delete “Each of these soil movements is defined in Chapter 2”
Need to add info about underpinning/lifting foundations with deep
support. Like concrete piers, helical piles, micropiles etc. for cases
with settlement.
First step is not “design”, the first step is to obtain site specific
geotechnical information use and to use this information to make an
informed risk assessment for a slab‐on‐ground design (design is the
next step in the process).

CHANGE DESIGN TO

INFORMATION

Need to reference structural repairs

Ballot Start Date:
Ballot End Date:
Extended to:

October 25, 2016
November 30, 2016
December 5, 2016

Proposed Resolution

delete
Changed with resolution to #35

The best practice to mitigate
foundation movement is to have
site specific geotechnical
information upon which a decision
can be made for the risk of
constructing a slab‐on‐ground
foundation.
Motion to find nonpersuasive
Stoker/Graves
8‐2‐0
Motion passes
No change made
Add “For significant foundation
movement, mitigation technics
may include structural repairs (pier
and piles), moisture barriers and
root barriers”
Motion to find persuasive
Pattridge/Illingworth
10‐0‐0
Motion passes
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PTI Committee: DC‐10 – Slab‐on‐Ground Committee
Ballot: DC10‐1605
Document Title: PTI DC10.8‐xx: Evaluation Guidelines for the Performance of SOG Foundations

Name

Sec
tio
n#

Page / Vote:
Line # Y / Y‐E
/N/A

Y=Affirmative Y‐E=Affirmative with Comment
N=Negative (must include reason)
A=Abstain

The design procedure is intended to limit both functional and
cosmetic distress

Comment

36

Read

3.3

12/20

Y‐E

37

Parker

3.3

12/22

N

Curvature is the degree of curving from original shape not to be
confused with surface tolerance. They are not the same. Tilt is not
a constructed event it is an event that occurs post construction

38
39

Parker
Read

3.3

/12
13/10
‐16

Y‐E
N

“fill compaction”
I disagree with this item. Improper subgrade preparation, soil fill
retention, abnormal soil conditions all result in soil volume changes.

Ballot Start Date:
Ballot End Date:
Extended to:

October 25, 2016
November 30, 2016
December 5, 2016

Proposed Resolution

Change “limit functional distress”
to “limit cosmetic and functional
distress”
Delete “(no curvature”) and delete
“(No tilt)”
Motion to find persuasive
Shaheen/Illingworth
10‐0‐0
Motion passes
add
Change to “Foundation movement
can be caused by soil volume
changes resulting from shrinking
and swelling of expansive soils,
settlement, improper subgrade
preparation, improper soil fill
retention, abnormal soil conditions,
abnormal weather occurrences.
Foundation movement can also
occur due to non‐soil related
causes. These include temperature
and shrinkage stresses, and poor
inadequate quality of construction
and pooror design.
Motion to find persuasive with
above modifications
Graves/Stoker
10‐0‐0
Motion passes
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Attachment 1.1

PTI Committee: DC‐10 – Slab‐on‐Ground Committee
Ballot: DC10‐1605
Document Title: PTI DC10.8‐xx: Evaluation Guidelines for the Performance of SOG Foundations

Name

40
41

42

Illingwort
h
Douglass

Page / Vote:
Line # Y / Y‐E
/N/A

Y=Affirmative Y‐E=Affirmative with Comment
N=Negative (must include reason)
A=Abstain

3.3

13/10

N

3.3

13/22
‐24

N

CHANGE LINE TO READ
Foundation movement can be caused by
a
variety of factors , such as………………….
Should not delete the last sentence. The idea of adjusting the
assumed as‐built elevations for as‐built tolerances is just as good of
an assumption as assuming the foundation was poured perfectly
level. No reason to remove using construction tolerances as a viable
assumption.

14/3
14/10

Y‐E
Y‐E

Y–E

NY‐E

43

Overton

3.3

13/13
– 16
14/7
15/8
‐ 14
14/1

44

Illingwort
h
Parker

3.3

14/6

Y‐E

14/6

N

45

Graves

Sec
tio
n#

3.3

Y–E
Y‐E

Comment

Recommend including the marked out factors even though they are
listed on page 14 also.
Add “that occurs” before “after”
Leave this factors in even though they are a repeat as they are
associated with this type of distress
Delete “Movement of the foundation during construction and prior
to occupancy. This is an incomplete sentence, more like a header,
and is not needed.
CHANGE OCCUPANCY TO INITIAL CONCRETE PLACEMENT
“after occupancy” / initial movement starts with the weight of the
slab and structure doesn’t know about occupancy.
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Ballot Start Date:
Ballot End Date:
Extended to:

October 25, 2016
November 30, 2016
December 5, 2016

Proposed Resolution

Negative withdrawn
Do not delete the last sentence
starting in line 22.

Comma after “therefore”
Add “soil” after the word
“seasonal”
Leave statement deleted in section
3.3, but change section 5.3.4 to:
P22/L12 – replace the word
“common practice” to “one
method is to assume is to
assume…”
Shaheen/Illingworth
10‐0‐0
Leave in document
Change
Leave in document
Movement of the foundation can
occur during construction and prior
to occupancy.
No change
Delete after occupancy to after
construction.

Attachment 1.1
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Ballot: DC10‐1605
Document Title: PTI DC10.8‐xx: Evaluation Guidelines for the Performance of SOG Foundations

Name

Sec
tio
n#

46

Parker

47

Pattridge

3.3

48
49

Parker
Shaheen

3.3

50

51
52
53
54

Page / Vote:
Line # Y / Y‐E
/N/A

4.3
4.3
4.4

Comment

/23

y‐e

True on expansive soils however not sure it applies to all soil types.

P15/L
2

Y‐E

15/2
15/4

y‐e
NY‐E

In my experience, you receive phone calls when the structure shows
easily recognizable distress. This implies older structures were in
worse condition and have gotten better.
only on expansive soils
“None the less” is a figure of speech.

End of 1/12/17 Web Meeting
Chapter 4 – Data Acquisition
Parker
4.2 16/9‐
N
12

Parker
Parker
Graves
Shaheen

Y=Affirmative Y‐E=Affirmative with Comment
N=Negative (must include reason)
A=Abstain

/16
17/7
16/16
17/22

Y‐E
Y‐E
Y‐E
N

My experience has been the only one that has access to the listed
items is the guy who designed the foundation and is looking at his
product. Most of the time, 3rd party engineers will not see most or
or any of those documents till there is a lawsuit. This is supposed to
be an evaluation guideline not a predicate for a legal case. Does this
not establish a burden that can’t typically be met by a 3rd party
engineer.
“pattern”
“shall”
Use of “superstructure”
Elevations on porches and patios are not always necessary and are
usually not relevant. The original structure of the sentence was
more appropriate in my opinion.
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Ballot Start Date:
Ballot End Date:
Extended to:

October 25, 2016
November 30, 2016
December 5, 2016

Proposed Resolution

Find nonpersuasive.
Illingworth/Graves
10‐0‐0
Motion passes
Add “ On expansive soils, the
older…”

Add “ On expansive soil”
Change “none the less” to
“however”

The evaluation of a slab‐on‐ground
does not require the following
documentation but reviewing such
documentation may assist in
refining causation…. Then place 9‐
12.
Change as noted, except place after
lines 9‐12 and change grammar.
.. distress patterns …
Will fall within …
See above
Add cautionary sentence:
“Elevation measurements from
garages, porches, and patios

Attachment 1.1

PTI Committee: DC‐10 – Slab‐on‐Ground Committee
Ballot: DC10‐1605
Document Title: PTI DC10.8‐xx: Evaluation Guidelines for the Performance of SOG Foundations

Name

Sec
tio
n#

Page / Vote:
Line # Y / Y‐E
/N/A

Y=Affirmative Y‐E=Affirmative with Comment
N=Negative (must include reason)
A=Abstain

Comment

Ballot Start Date:
Ballot End Date:
Extended to:

October 25, 2016
November 30, 2016
December 5, 2016

Proposed Resolution

require measured or assumed
adjustments for steps and slopes.
Accuracy of garage porch and patio
measurements can be a challenge
due to the variability of as‐built
slopes and steps. The LDP should
be aware of these limitations in the
assessment.“

55

4.4

18/2

Y‐E

56

Illingwort
h
Read

4.4

18/3

Y‐E

57

Read

4.4

18/5‐
10

N

CHANGE SENTENCE TO READ FOUNDATION AND MAY INCLUDE
………….
Floor level measurements are commonly taken at a spacing of
approximately 10 feet on center.
Disagree with wording and presentation
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Add “and as necessary at” after the
word garages on line 23
Location not found – no change
made
Change “10 feet” to “10 feet on
center”
Change to “The elevations are
typically taken on the concrete
surface or on the finished flooring.
When taken on finished flooring,
the elevations need to be adjusted
to a reference surface to determine
the curvature and tilt. Surveying a
brick veneer course or the ceiling
above concrete surfaces with built
in slopes (such as garages, porches
and patios) and adjusting the
elevations to the reference surface
can also provide valuable
information regarding the
movement of the foundation.”

Attachment 1.1

PTI Committee: DC‐10 – Slab‐on‐Ground Committee
Ballot: DC10‐1605
Document Title: PTI DC10.8‐xx: Evaluation Guidelines for the Performance of SOG Foundations

Name

Sec
tio
n#

Page / Vote:
Line # Y / Y‐E
/N/A

Y=Affirmative Y‐E=Affirmative with Comment
N=Negative (must include reason)
A=Abstain

Comment

Ballot Start Date:
Ballot End Date:
Extended to:

October 25, 2016
November 30, 2016
December 5, 2016

Proposed Resolution

Motion to find nonpersuasive
Graves/Nethken
11‐0‐0
58

Pattridge

4.4

Y‐E

Change “in” to “is”

4.4
4.4

P18/L
12
18/12
18/20

59
60

Douglass
Read

Y‐E
Y‐E

Disagree with wording

61
62

Graves
Illingwort
h

4.4
4.4

18/12
18/21

Y‐E
Y

63

4.5

19/2

Y‐E

64

Illingwort
h
Read

4.5

19/2

N

65

Chapter 5 – Data Evaluation
Douglass 5.1 20/2
Y‐E

“in” should be “is”
ADD TWO SENTENCES
ROOMS SHOULD BE SHOWN ON PLAN. IT
IS IMPORTANT THAT FUTURE SURVEYS HAVE INOUGH
INFORMATION TO BE REPRODUCABLE.
CHANGE TO READ
ADDITIONAL ITEMS MAY BE USED
WHEN………….
The way it is worded implies the additional items should or must be
used.

Replace “in” with “is”
Change “To facilitate future
measurements by others” to “To
facilitate future measurements”
(delete by others).
Change

Section changed with Comment
#64
Change “Additional items to use”
to “Depending on their availability
and necessity, additional items that
may be used”
Change as noted

66
67

Illingwort
h
Parker

Capitalize “plan” – no change,
editors will change section titles to
match PTI publication standards

5.1

20/3

Y‐E

ADD TO END OF SENTENCE PLAN SHALL INCLUDE ROOM LAYOUT…

5.2

20/11

Y=e

“shall”

“will fall within …
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PTI Committee: DC‐10 – Slab‐on‐Ground Committee
Ballot: DC10‐1605
Document Title: PTI DC10.8‐xx: Evaluation Guidelines for the Performance of SOG Foundations

Name

Sec
tio
n#

Page / Vote:
Line # Y / Y‐E
/N/A

68

Douglass

5.2

20/8

Y‐E

69

Shaheen

5.2

20/11

N

20/20

N

Y=Affirmative Y‐E=Affirmative with Comment
N=Negative (must include reason)
A=Abstain

Comment

The sentence “Distress shall fit…” is used in 4.3. It is redundant
here.
Length of cracks are not relevant and would be cumbersome.

70

Read

5.2

20/22
to
21/2

Y‐E

The way it is worded it implies “building material shrinkage and
other factors” only apply to upper levels.

71

5.3

21/4

Y‐E

72

Illingwort
h
Read

5.3

21/4

Y‐E

73

Read

5.3
.2

21/15
‐16

N

CAHNGE SENTENCE TO READ
A FLOOR ELEVATION SURVEY IS
AN INTERGAL PART FOR EVALUATING………………..
This sections says “A floor elevation survey is another method for
evaluating foundation performance.” What “other” methods have
been discussed in section 5?
It doesn’t say wat to adjust the elevations to and disagree with
wording
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Ballot Start Date:
Ballot End Date:
Extended to:

October 25, 2016
November 30, 2016
December 5, 2016

Proposed Resolution

Capitalize “plan or inventory” – no
change, editors will change section
titles to match PTI publication
standards
Negative withdrawn.

Change line 20‐21 to: “Significant
cracks and separations should be
documented.”
Delete “and building material
shrinkage and other factors which
are not related to foundation
movement.
No change, changed according to
Comment #72
Change “another” to “common”

Change to “An adjusted elevation
plan depicts the elevation data
adjusted to a reference surface.
Adjustments are needed to account
for differences in floor covering
thicknesses, steps and surfaces
with constructed slopes (such as
garages, porches and patios). In
addition, elevations taken on brick
veneer or ceilings needed to be
adjusted.”

Attachment 1.1

PTI Committee: DC‐10 – Slab‐on‐Ground Committee
Ballot: DC10‐1605
Document Title: PTI DC10.8‐xx: Evaluation Guidelines for the Performance of SOG Foundations

Name

Sec
tio
n#

Page / Vote:
Line # Y / Y‐E
/N/A

Y=Affirmative Y‐E=Affirmative with Comment
N=Negative (must include reason)
A=Abstain

Comment

74

Read

5.3
.3

22/3

N

Disagree with wording

75

Parker

5.3
.3

/13

N

Delete “(no curvature”) “(no tilt)”

76

Parker

5.3
.4

/18

N

Delete “(no curvature”) “(no tilt)”

77

Douglass

5.3
.4

22/20
‐22

N

Construction tolerances are just as good an assumption as “perfectly
level”
Do not remove the ability to use an equally valid assumption as
“perfectly level”.

Ballot Start Date:
Ballot End Date:
Extended to:

October 25, 2016
November 30, 2016
December 5, 2016

Proposed Resolution

Change as proposed.
Change “Contours provide a visual
method of rapidly determining the
foundation surface shape” to
”Contours provide a visual
representation of the foundation
surface shape”
Change as proposed
Delete “(no curvature}” and “(no
tilt)”
Deleted – resolved in comment #37
Delete “(no curvature}” and “(no
tilt)”
Deleted – resolved in comment #37
Do not remove the sentence
starting on line 20.
Replace “it is commonly assumed”
with “Studies have shown”
Change up to “1.5” “to 0.2 to 2.2
in.” and cite reference to Noorany
study (Noorany, M. Et. al.,
“Levelness of Newly Constructed
Posttensioned Slabs for Residential
Structures”, Journal of
Performance of Constructed
Facilities © ASCE, February 2005.)

78

Illingwort
h

5.3
.4

22/18

Y‐E

CHANGE POURED TO PLACED
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Ballot: DC10‐1605
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Name

79

Stoker

80

Read

Page / Vote:
Line # Y / Y‐E
/N/A

Y=Affirmative Y‐E=Affirmative with Comment
N=Negative (must include reason)
A=Abstain

5.3
.4
5.3
.4

23/10

Y‐E

After “a” I would add relatively

Add relatively

22/9‐
10

N

Disagree with wording

Add “or over the life of the
foundation” after “between the
two surveys”

Pattridge

5.3
.4

P23/L
5‐14

N

82

Read

5.3
.5

23/18

N

84

October 25, 2016
November 30, 2016
December 5, 2016

Sec
tio
n#

81

83

Ballot Start Date:
Ballot End Date:
Extended to:

Comment

I think it is important to point out the assumption of the interior
reference point can lead to incorrect findings. This is especially true
on the stiffer, more distributed layout foundations. We have
documented several houses where the reference point was moving.
When we used this information, it resulted in a direct contradiction
of the “consensus”. The most common scenario is heave creating
the appearance another part of the structure settling. Therefore, as
opposed to recommending an underpin job, one would recommend
some type of drainage.
Disagree with wording

Chapter 6 – Criteria for Foundation Movement
Overton 6.0 25/6
N
Delete the word “no”, and replace with “limited”. Some conclusions
can be drawn from a single survey.
Parker
6.0 2425/
N
Disagree “no conclusion can be drawn from a single survey plan”
6
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Proposed Resolution

Motion to find nonpersuasive
Graves/Overton
9‐1‐0
Add to the end of line 15: The
accuracy of the time change survey
is entirely dependent on the
selection of the reference point. If
the reference point is not static,
the time‐change elevation survey is
incorrect.

Change “Contours on a time‐
change elevation plan give a rapid
visual representation …” to
”Contours on a time‐change
elevation plan provide a visual
representation …”
Change as proposed.
Delete underlined section
Delete “ underlined section”
Change as proposed

Attachment 1.1

PTI Committee: DC‐10 – Slab‐on‐Ground Committee
Ballot: DC10‐1605
Document Title: PTI DC10.8‐xx: Evaluation Guidelines for the Performance of SOG Foundations

Name

Sec
tio
n#

Page / Vote:
Line # Y / Y‐E
/N/A

Y=Affirmative Y‐E=Affirmative with Comment
N=Negative (must include reason)
A=Abstain

Disagree with wording. Conclusions can be drawn from a single
survey when taking into account distress.

85

Read

6.0

25/6‐
7

N

86
87

Read
Read

6.1
6.1

25/18
26/1‐
7

Y‐E
N

26,
lines
4‐7

N

End of 2/27/17 WM
88
Spicer
6.1

Delete “system”
Disagree with wording

Remove: “in cases of severe cosmetic distress, notable functional
distress and some structural distress, the LDP may choose to adopt a
lower limit on curvature.

P24
/L2
in
Atlanta
version

89

Read

6.2

2326/
11to

Comment

Ballot Start Date:
Ballot End Date:
Extended to:

October 25, 2016
November 30, 2016
December 5, 2016

Proposed Resolution

Delete “since no conclusions can be
drawn from a single survey
elevation plan.”
Change as proposed
Delete “system”
Change to “When cosmetic
distress, functional distress and
structural distress is severe at
curvatures less than 1/360 or
0.28%, the LDP may choose to
adopt a lower limit on curvature.”
The LDP should verify that the
observed distress is associated with
curvature from foundation
movement.”
Withdrawn

Motion to find persuasive
Graves/Overton
7‐4‐1
Motion does not carry – will be
reevaluated later.
Resolve with Chapter 7 similar
section.

N

Tabled until Atlanta meeting
Motion to find persuasive
Juedes/Illingworth

Disagree with wording
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Name

Sec
tio
n#

Page / Vote:
Line # Y / Y‐E
/N/A

Y=Affirmative Y‐E=Affirmative with Comment
N=Negative (must include reason)
A=Abstain

17 to
2427/
38

Ballot Start Date:
Ballot End Date:
Extended to:

Comment

October 25, 2016
November 30, 2016
December 5, 2016

Proposed Resolution

10‐1‐0
Negative needs to be resolved
Motion to find negative persuasive
as it will be addressed in Comment
#91
Juedes/Parker
11‐0‐0
Change to the following:
“Functional distress resulting from tilt includes, but not limited to:
 Slope of intended level surfaces such as floors, countertops, tubs, showers.
 Reduced or reversed slope of roof gutters, plumbing drains, or as‐built sloped areas such as:
garage, porch and patio floors.
 Doors which open or close on their own (i.e. ghosting doors).
If the functional distress is severe or the tilt results in a reverse slope of constructed sloping surfaces, the
LDP may choose to adopt a lower limit of tilt.

90

Parker

6.2

26/11

N

Tilt can also cause structural distress. Examples of structural distress caused by tilt include, but not limited
to:
 Masonry veneer that rotates out of plumb to some degree such that the center of gravity of the
veneer is located outside the center third at the base.
 Vertical structural members that list, lean or buckle. such that structural members are
compromised
When the applicable conditions described above occur, center of gravity of a masonry veneer is located
outside of the center third at the base or vertical structural members are compromised, the LDP may
choose to adopt a lower limit on tilt. When this conclusion is based on calculations, associated distress
must be present.”
Disagree Tilt is a global rotation and does not cause distress to the
Foundation tilt is due to soil
building.
movement and does not typically
cause distress to the building.
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Name

Sec
tio
n#

Page / Vote:
Line # Y / Y‐E
/N/A

Y=Affirmative Y‐E=Affirmative with Comment
N=Negative (must include reason)
A=Abstain

Comment

Ballot Start Date:
Ballot End Date:
Extended to:

October 25, 2016
November 30, 2016
December 5, 2016

Proposed Resolution

Excessive tilt may cause a
redistribution of forces in the wind
bracing system.
Negative withdrawn

91

Spicer

6.2

26,
lines
23‐24

N

Remove: If the functional distress is severe or structural distress
does occur, the LDP may choose to adopt a lower limit on tilt.

Possibly editorally change
“normally” to “typically”
Reference to #88 and resolve
together
In tilt section Add: The 1% limit
may not be valid

P24
/L16
in
Atlanta
version

92

Douglass

6.2

27/7

Y‐E

93
94

Stoker
Illingwort
h
Illingwort
h
Illingwort
h

6.2
6.2

26/18
27/1

Y‐E
Y‐E

I would change “distress” to issues
CHANGE THAT TO MAY

6.2

27/4

Y‐E

ADD TO END OF SENTENCE THAT THERE IS A STABILITY PROBLEM

6.2

27/7

Y‐E

ADD TO END OF SENTENCE THAT THERE IS A STABILITY PROBLEM

95
96

Page 22 of 30

Add the word “structural” before
distress.
change “distress” to issues
No change – text change in Ballot
Item #89
No change – text change in Ballot
Item #89
No change – text change in Ballot
Item #89
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97

Spicer

6.3

27,
lines
1‐3

N

Ballot Start Date:
Ballot End Date:
Extended to:

October 25, 2016
November 30, 2016
December 5, 2016

Remove lower limit on tilt for masonry veneer

P25
/L1
in
Atlanta
version

98

Douglass

6.3
.2

30

Y‐E

31/18
99

Read

100

Shaheen

101

6.3
.2
6.3
.2

Illingwort
h
Illingwort
h
Illingwort
h

6.3
.2
6.3
.2
6.3
.2

104

Parker

6.4

105

Read

6.4

102
103

Consider not starting the left side elevation at zero in order not to
violate the planar definition of tilt

Change zero left elevation

Is the “A” referred to regarding tilt tolerance? If so the reference
should be changed from 6.1 to 6.2?
I cannot vote on examples not included

Change “6.1” to “6.2”.

30/5‐
6
31/18

N
N

The sentence “However, A is well within the tolerance outlined in
6.1.” should be 6.0 and should be clarified.

31/19

N

30/2

Y

The error is noted as “Example D”. However, on the Figure 3.2.1 it is
called “Example C (Wrong)”
SEE REVISED DRAWING

31/14

Y

SEE REVISED TABLE

31/17

N

Motion to find persuasive
Graves/Shaheen
10-0-0

30/33
‐35
33

Y‐E

INCORRECT STATEMENT.. CHANGE TO READ , WHILE B IS MUCH
GREATER THAN 1/360 OR 0.28% AND A IS SLIGHTLY WITHIN
TOLERANCE
Examples 2 and 3 do not conform to 1.
In previous sections, we say curvature is to presented as 1/x or a %.
This example presents the curvature in inches. What is labeled
“Actual curvature” is actually c. The table is confusion also. Delete
Row 2.

Delete “Actual Curvature is 1.74
in.” AND “= 2.07 in.).
Delete Row 2 of table.

N
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Include examples and re‐ballot this
section.

Editorial – change figure
reference
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Ballot Start Date:
Ballot End Date:
Extended to:

October 25, 2016
November 30, 2016
December 5, 2016

Add Column 2 of table and list
whether it is curvature (updated
row 3) or tilt (updated row 4).
Change “L/360” in table to “1/360”
Change to “Actual curvature is 1.74
in 62 ft”
The recommended curvature is
2.07 in. in 62 ft.
Change definition in definitions to
reflect this change.
Curvature can also be reported as
the vertical distance between point
2, shown as Deltac in the examples
and the straight line drawn
between points 1 and 3 over the
Curvature Length (DeltaC over Lc)
In table, change L/360 to 1/360

106

Read

6.4

34

N

In previous sections, we say curvature is to presented as 1/x or a %.
This example presents the curvature in inches. What is labeled
“Actual curvature” is actually c. The table is confusion also. Delete
Row 2.
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Motion to find persuasive with
above changes
Parker/Graves
11‐0‐0
Delete “Actual Curvature is 2.60
in.” AND “= 2.40 in.).
Delete Row 2 of table.
Add new Column 2 of table and list
whether it is curvature (updated
row 3) or tilt (updated row 4).
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107

108

Read

6.4

35

N

In previous sections, we say curvature is to presented as 1/x or a %.
This example presents the curvature in inches. What is labeled
“Actual curvature” is actually c. The table is confusion also. Delete
Row 2.

Chapter 7 – Criteria for Foundation Assessment
Read
7.0 36/19
N
When evaluating distress, history of past repairs must be considered

109

Spicer

7.0

36‐
37,
lines
13‐10

N

Remove Case 1, Case 2, Case 3, Case 4

110

Read

7.0

36/21
to
37/1

N

It isn’t the soil supporting the foundation that is considered
acceptable or unacceptable. It is the foundation’s performance.
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Ballot Start Date:
Ballot End Date:
Extended to:

October 25, 2016
November 30, 2016
December 5, 2016

Change “L/360” in table to “1/360”
See #105
Delete “Actual Curvature is 0.97
in.” AND “= 1.40 in.).
Delete Row 2 of table.
Add new Column 2 of table and list
whether it is curvature (updated
row 3) or tilt (updated row 4).
Change “L/360” in table to “1/360”
See #105
Add to end of Line 19: “When
evaluating distress, the history of
past repairs must be considered.”
Add at the end of the paragraph on
Pg 36, Line 4
Persuasive
Juedes/Graves
11‐0‐0
Motion to find nonpersuasive –
leave cases in as currently drafted.
Juedes/Illingworth
9‐2‐0
Change “the performance of the
“soil supporting the foundation”
can be considered to be
unacceptable” to “the performance
of the foundation can be
considered unacceptable. Tilt
cannot be caused by an
inappropriate foundation design. It
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is caused by non‐uniform
movement of the soil supporting
the foundation.”

111

Read

7.0

37/1‐
4

N

It isn’t the soil supporting the foundation that is considered
acceptable or unacceptable. It is the foundation’s performance.

P33
/L5
in
Atlanta
version

Motion to find persuasive and
change as proposed
Illingworth/Parker
11‐0‐0
Delete “slightly”
Change “the performance of the
“soil supporting the foundation”
can be considered to be
acceptable” to “the performance of
the foundation can be considered
acceptable.”

Motion to find persuasive same as
#110
Juedes/Parker
9‐2‐0
Motion to find negatives
nonpersuasive
Tabled until next meeting
End of 3/23/17 Meeting
112
Read
7.0 37/6‐
7

N

Since we use “slightly” above, we should use “significantly” in this
section

Change to “If the curvature
significantly exceeds 1/360 or
0.28% (for example 1/200), the
performance …..”
Motion to accept as proposed
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Illingworth/Shaheen
7‐0‐1

113

Read

7.0

37‐9‐
10

N

Since we use “slightly” above, we should use “significantly” in this
section. It isn’t the soil supporting the foundation that is considered
acceptable or unacceptable. It is the foundation’s performance.

Motion passes
Change to “If the tilt significantly
exceeds 1/100 or 1% (for example
1/55 or 1.8%), the performance of
the foundation could be considered
“unacceptable”. Tilt cannot be
caused by an inappropriate
foundation design. It is caused by
non‐uniform movement of the soil
supporting the foundation.”
Motion to accept as proposed
Illingworth/Shaheen
7‐0‐1

114

115

Parker

Parker

7.0

37/15

37/18

N

N

True if lacking cosmetic and functional distress

Motion passes
Insert” lacking cosmetic and
functional distress”

When is tilt not related to soil movement? The cause of tilt is not
structural design foundation construction related.

Motion to find nonpersuasive
Overton/Illingworth
8‐0‐0
Motion passes
The cause of sog tilt is not
structural design or foundation
construction related but is related
to soil movement.
Motion to accept with the
following edits:
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Add the word “unacceptable”
before “foundation” on line 14
Remove the words “most often” in
line 18/19
Graves/Douglass
8‐0‐0
116

117

Chapter 8 – Summary and Conclusions
Read
8.0 34/8
N
We refer to soil movement as shrink and swell in other documents.
We should use “Soil Swell” or “Soil swelling” not heave. We use
“soil shrinkage”

Read

8.0

34/9‐
10

N

We should not present a curvature limit as a hard line.
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Change “Heave” to “Soil swelling”
Already covered in #8 change as
proposed.
Change to “Curvature from
foundation movement, measured
over a minimum length of 25, shall
be limited to 1/360 or 0.28. When
cosmetic distress, functional
distress and structural distress is
severe at curvatures less than
1/360 or 0.28%, the LDP may
choose to adopt a lower limit on
curvature.” The LDP should verify
that the observed distress is
associated with curvature from
foundation movement.”
Motion to make change as
proposed. – Spicer negatives will be
carried through to this summary
session as resolved by the
committee.
Illingworth/Juedes
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118

Read

8.0

34/11
‐12

N

We should not present a curvature limit as a hard line.

119

Douglass

8.0

38/18
‐page
39
line 8

N

“Tolerances for foundation movement criteria listed above may be
used to account for the precision of the floor elevation readings and
for any assumptions.”

120

Parker

8.0

/15

N

Tilt is not a curvature from foundation movement
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Ballot End Date:
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November 30, 2016
December 5, 2016

8‐0‐0
Change to “Tilt from foundation
movement, measured from edge to
edge of the foundation, shall be
limited to 1/100 or 1%. If severe
functional distress is present or the
tilt results in a reverse slope of a
constructed sloping surfaces, the
LDP may choose to adopt a lower
limit of tilt. The LDP may also
choose to adopt a lower limit of tilt
if the center of gravity of a masonry
veneer is located outside of the
center third at the base or vertical
structural members are
compromised (see Section 6.2).”
See resolution of #117
8‐0‐0
Do not understand this statement.
Reword to:
Tolerances for the foundation
movement criteria listed above
may be utilized usedto account
or the precision of the floor
elevation readings and for any
assumptions (see Section 6.0).
Motion to accept with above
edits
Graves/Juedes
8-0-0
Install under heading “tilt”
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Formatting of document was
confusing – there is no heading of
curvature.
Nonpersuasive based on formatting
error,
Juedes/Overton
8‐0‐0
121

Chapter 9 – References
Read
9.0

Y‐E

Verify latest versions of documents
are referenced.
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1

1.0 INTRODUCTION

2

This document:

3



4
5

provides guidelines to aid in the evaluation of the performance of slab-on-ground
foundations



6

provides guidelines to aid in the evaluation of the performance of residential and other
similarly constructed low-rise buildings with slab-on-ground foundations

7



applies to post-tensioned and non-post-tensioned slab-on-ground foundations

8



applies to all soil conditions

9

This document is not intended to fully describe the causes or mitigation of foundation movement,

10

however a brief overview of the causes and mitigation of foundation movement is provided in

11

Chapter 3.

12

The concepts found in this document may be applicable for evaluating other construction

13

techniques as deemed appropriate by the licensed design professional. The concepts found in

14

this document may be supplemented by additional evaluation techniques and procedures.

15

Slab-on-ground foundations serve two primary functions:

16



to provide a floor surface for the building

17



to transmit the loads from the structure to the soil

18

Slab-on-ground foundations are not designed to control soil movement. Rather, they respond to

19

soil movement. They are not infinitely stiff or immovable, therefore they will experience out-of-

20

plane curvature (also known as deflection or bending) and planar tilt. The opportunity for soil

21

movement and subsequent foundation movement begins the day the foundation is placed, and

22

continues throughout the life of the building.
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1

The 2015 International Building Code gives guidance on foundation performance in

2

Sec.1808.6.1 which states that a foundation “shall be designed to resist differential volume

3

changes and to prevent structural damage to the supported structure. Deflection and racking of

4

the supported structure shall be limited to that which will not interfere with the usability and

5

serviceability of the structure”. Based on the above Code excerpt, cosmetic distress is allowed,

6

while functional distress should be limited and structural distress should be prevented.

7

Visual observations of distress are one method for evaluating foundation performance. It is

8

based upon the fact that foundation movement can cause visible distress pattern in the framing

9

and/or finish surfaces of the building. A floor elevation survey is another method for evaluating

10

foundation performance. These floor elevations and surveys are defined as the gathering of data

11

points completed under the responsible charge of a LDP, and is not required to be stamped by a

12

licensed surveyor. This data can be used to estimate the foundation movement as outlined in

13

Chapters 5.0 and 6.0.

14

The determination of whether a foundation performance is “acceptable”, “unacceptable” or

15

“marginal” shall depend on the associated levels of cosmetic distress, functional distress,

16

structural distress AND the estimated foundation movement described by curvature and tilt.
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1

2.0 DEFINITIONS

2

For the purposes of this document, certain terms are defined as follows:

3

Adjusted Elevation Plan is the set of data point elevations, some of which are vertically

4

adjusted for known or assumed differences in floor covering thicknesses, steps and known or

5

assumed slopes in areas such as garages, porches and patios.

6

Baseline Elevations are the first elevation readings of a particular set of data points to which

7

future measurements will be compared.

8

Benchmark is a reference point of known or established elevation, within a distance where

9

plane surveying principles apply.

10

Building is defined as the entire construction, including the foundation, the architectural finishes

11

for the floor, walls, ceilings, and roof, and the mechanical, electrical and plumbing systems.

12

Contour Lines are lines that connect points of equal elevation.

13

Curvature is an out-of-plane measurement as illustrated in Section 6.1 and the examples of

14

Section 6.3. Curvature is either in an upward (dome shape) or downward (dish shape) direction.

15

Curvature can be caused by bending deflection due to soil movement, construction tolerances,

16

and/or edge curling from concrete shrinkage. Curvature can also be reported as a ratio where

17

the numerator is 1 and the denominator is equal to the Curvature Length (Lc) divided by vertical

18

distance between point 2 and the straight line drawn between points 1 and 3. Points 1 and 3 are

19

data points separated by at least 25 feet. Point 2 is the point along the profile the greatest

20

distance from the straight line drawn between points 1 and 3.
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1

Curvature Length (LC) is the horizontal length of a straight line drawn from point 1 to

2

point 3 on the foundation. The minimum curvature length to be used is 25 feet.

3

Data Point is the record of measured elevation at a known position on the slab-on-ground

4

plane. Data points should be reproducible, meaning located in open floor areas and not under

5

obstructions such as walls or cabinets.

6

Datum (see Reference Point)

7

Distress is a general term used to describe cracks, separations, mis-alignments, ghosting

8

doors, sticking doors, sticking windows, open joints, wavy or bulging materials, etc. Distress

9

shall fit within one or more of the following three categories:

10



Cosmetic Distress is defined as distress that are often noticeable by the building’s

11

occupants but do not affect the function of the building or affect the ability of the

12

foundation or structure to transmit loads. Examples of cosmetic distress that may be

13

caused by foundation movement include but are not limited to; minor separations and

14

cracks in the walls, floors, ceilings, and brick veneer, open joints in interior casing and

15

baseboards, or uneven reveals around doors or windows. It must be noted that distress

16

can be caused by other factors such as material shrinkage, differential thermal

17

movement unrelated to foundation movement.

18



Functional Distress is defined as distress that affects the use of the building. Examples

19

of functional distress that may be caused by foundation movement could include but are

20

not limited to; doors or windows that stick, or will not close or open, doors which close or

21

open on their own (i.e., ghosting doors), open exterior caulk joints, noticeable floor

22

slopes, vertical offsets on walking surfaces sufficient to cause tripping, slope of intended
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1

level surfaces such as countertops, tubs, showers, reduced or reversed slope of roof

2

gutters, plumbing drains, or as-built sloped areas such as garage, patio and porch floors.

3



Structural Distress is defined as distress that affects the ability of the foundation or

4

structure to transmit loads. Examples of structural distress that may be caused by

5

foundation movement could include but are not limited to; separations, cracks or

6

distortions to structural support members such as studs, columns, beams, joists or

7

foundation elements such that the member can no longer safely carry their design load

8

based on strength of stiffness. Tilted masonry veneer could be considered as structural

9

distress, even though it is only carrying its self-weight, provided that it can be justified by

10

structural calculations and associated distress is present.

11

Elevation of a data point is the measured vertical height. Elevations are typically measured and

12

recorded to the nearest 0.1 or 1/8 inch.

13

Foundation Movement is a general term used to describe the cumulative movement of a slab-

14

on-ground foundation. Due to construction tolerances, foundation movement cannot easily be

15

determined from any one singular floor elevation survey. Foundation movement can be

16

estimated from a time change elevation plan, provided that the chosen reference point has

17

remained at a constant elevation between surveys.

18

Foundation Surface Shape is a general term used to describe the overall surface of the slab-

19

on-ground foundation.

20

Foundation Section Profile is defined as the profile surface of a specific cross section cut at

21

any location on the foundation.
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1

Soil swelling is the partially recoverable increase in volume (vertical and lateral) of expansive

2

soil due to the presence of excess moisture.

3

Licensed Design Professional (LDP) is an engineer or architect who is licensed to practice as

4

defined by the applicable statutory requirements of the professional licensing laws of a state or

5

jurisdiction.

6

Material Shrinkage is defined as the reduction in volume in a material, from among other

7

things, loss of moisture.

8

Reference Point (also known as Datum or Reference Datum) is the location used as a static

9

point in computing time-change elevations over the foundation. The reference point may be a

10

benchmark, or it may be an interior or exterior point that is assumed to remain at a constant

11

elevation between surveys. Typically, the reference point is chosen near the center of the

12

foundation on expansive and compressible soil sites. This practice is based on the assumption

13

that the center of the home has remained at a constant elevation since it is away from exterior

14

moisture influences. In some cases, based on distress, known plumbing leaks or other evidence,

15

a point other than near the center of the foundation may be chosen as the reference point. The

16

reference point is often chosen on the perimeter on foundations located on soil formations not

17

subject to moisture change.

18

Separation is the moving apart of two adjacent building materials. A separation may occur at a

19

joint of common building materials or at a joint between dissimilar building materials.

20

Settlement is a process by which bulk soil volume reduces under loading or loss of moisture or

21

air. due to flow of pore water.

Immediate settlement, which is elastic deformation of dry soil
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1

and moist and saturated soils without change to moisture content. Primary Consolidation

2

settlement is the volume change in saturated soils because of the flow of pore water.

3

Secondary Compressive Settlement is the plastic adjustment of soil fabric in soils.

4

Soil Shrinkage is the partially recoverable decrease in volume (vertical and lateral) of

5

expansive soil due to the withdrawal of moisture.

6

Subsidence is defined as regional settlement over a large area, most frequently caused by

7

groundwater mining/withdrawal, but could also be generated by oil and gas extraction, mining,

8

filling of a dam (often triggering minor seismic events), sinkholes in karst areas, collapsing soils

9

(due to raising groundwater), drainage of organic soils, natural compaction, thawing permafrost,

10

etc.

11

Survey Elevation Plan is the set of raw (adjusted or unadjusted as noted on plan) data point

12

elevations recorded during a floor elevation survey.

13

Tilt, also known as global or planar tilt as illustrated in Section 6.2 and the examples in Section

14

6.3. Tilt is quantified as the vertical difference between two data points divided by the Tilt Length

15

(LT). Tilt can be reported as a ratio where the numerator is 1 and the denominator is equal to the

16

Tilt Length (LT) divided by the vertical difference between the two data points. Tilt can also be

17

reported as a percentage where the vertical difference between two data points is divided by the

18

Tilt Length (LT) and multiplied by 100 to get to a % value. Tilt shall only be calculated across the

19

full width, full length or diagonal of the foundation. When calculating tilt of a surface, the LDP

20

should remember that tilt is a planar measurement of rigid body rotation and as such requires

21

that more than one corner of the foundation be displaced if it is assumed that there is no change

22

in the elevation of the reference point.
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1

Tilt Length (LT) is the full horizontal length, width or diagonal measurement of a foundation.

2

Time-change Elevation Plan is the set of changes in the elevation of common data points

3

between two surveys. If the original as-built survey is not available, as is often the case, an

4

assumed as-built foundation surface shape may be used as the baseline elevations.
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1

3.0 BRIEF OVERVIEW OF FOUNDATION MOVEMENT

2

The following is only a brief overview of causes and mitigation of foundation movement, as this

3

document is not intended to fully describe the causes and mitigation of foundation movement.

4

Other documents should be reviewed for additional information on these subjects.

5

3.1 Causes of foundation movement

6

Nearly all foundation movements occur due to movement of the underlying soils. There are

7

many types of soil movement. Several of the more common types of soil movements include

8

settlement, soil shrinkage, subsidence, and soil swelling.

9

In some instances, soil movements are not detected or detrimental because they are small or

10

are sufficiently uniform throughout the foundation footprint. Soil movements may also not be

11

detected because the foundation has sufficient strength and stiffness to respond to the soil

12

movement without causing distress. However, when the soil movement is large or non-uniform

13

the soil movement will likely be detected and may cause distress. When the foundation does

14

not have sufficient strength and stiffness, the soil movement will also likely be detected and may

15

cause distress.

16

soil swelling3.2 Mitigation of foundation movement

17

The first step to mitigate foundation movement is to design and construct the foundation based

18

on adequate geotechnical information using recommended site preparation procedures. The

19

geotechnical design shall incorporate appropriate soil and climatic data. The structural design

20

shall use the provided geotechnical parameters, satisfy Building Code requirements and

21

incorporate local industry standards of construction.
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1

Mitigating foundation movement after construction is completed can often be accomplished by

2

one or more methods. Examples include but are not limited to, maintaining and/or improving

3

proper grading and drainage around the foundation, adding roof gutters with downspout

4

extensions, adding underground yard drains, implementing a foundation watering program

5

during extended periods of drought and maintaining and/or removing landscape plantings near

6

the foundation. For significant foundation movement, mitigation techniques may include

7

structural repairs (pier and piles), moisture barriers and root barriers.

8

3.3 Evaluation of foundation movement

9

Aspects of foundation movement that should be considered in the method presented herein

10
11

include, but are not limited to:


All foundations on expansive soils are expected to move as a result of soil volume

12

change (soil swelling and shrinkage). This expected movement may be sufficient to

13

cause some cosmetic or functional distress. The design procedures for slab-on-ground

14

foundations assume some movement will occur. The design procedures will result in

15

foundations with sufficient strength and stiffness to allow some cosmetic distress, limit

16

cosmetic and functional distress and prevent structural distress.

17



Foundations are seldom constructed perfectly flat and level.

18



When there is a difference in floor elevations from a single survey and there is no

19

associated cosmetic distress, then the difference in elevations is most likely due to

20

original construction tolerances and/or concrete shrinkage edge curl rather than

21

foundation movement.

22



When foundation movement criteria contained herein for curvature and tilt are exceeded,

23

there should also be noteworthy associated distress that can be correlated to the out-of-

24

tolerance measurements.
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1



It is not unusual to have minor sheetrock cracking, brick cracking and/or other material

2

separations in a building supported by a slab-on-ground foundation. These cosmetic

3

distresses are often caused by factors other than foundation movement.

4



Foundation movement can be caused by soil volume changes resulting from shrinking

5

and swelling of expansive soils, settlement, improper subgrade preparation, improper soil

6

fill retention, abnormal soil conditions, abnormal weather occurrences. Foundation

7

movement can also occur due to non-soil related causes. These include temperature

8

and shrinkage stresses and inadequate quality of construction or design.

9



Movement of the foundation can occur during construction and prior to occupancy.

10

Oftentimes, craftsmen compensate for movement that occurs during construction by

11

leveling the surfaces of the architectural finishes. Therefore, the building distress may not

12

reflect the total foundation movement, particularly when the construction schedule is

13

lengthy and/or occurs across multiple seasonal weather cycles.

14



There is an initial movement or “settling in” period of the foundation that occurs after

15

occupancy. Most slab-on-ground foundations go through a 12 to 24 month adjustment

16

period as yards, landscaping, and watering programs are established.

17



18
19

There are seasonal soil movements in certain climates, which are due to seasonal
weather changes that affect soil moisture content.



Foundation movement can be caused by unanticipated issues that are NOT included in

20

the initial design. Examples include but are not limited to improper introduction of

21

landscaping and trees, removal of established trees and other vegetation, plumbing

22

leaks, over or under irrigation, inadequate site drainage, improper roof gutter systems,

23

faulty pool or pool deck installation, near foundation excavations, and improper long term

24

homeowner maintenance. These issues need to be addressed by the contractor and by
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1

the building owner through construction and maintenance procedures (see references for

2

further information).

3



On expansive soils, the older the building is, the higher the likelihood that the building

4

has experienced some foundation movement. Consequently, one would expect more

5

cosmetic and functional distress in an older building on expansive soils. The older a

6

building is, the more likely it is that the floor elevation survey(s) did not capture the

7

foundation surface shape at its worst surface shape. However, structural distress should

8

be prevented and the curvature and tilt criteria should not be adjusted. With the above

9

provisions, this document may be used in evaluation of a foundation of any age.

10



Localized cosmetic and functional distress can occur even though the curvature and tilt

11

criteria listed herein are satisfied. This type of distress can be caused by localized areas

12

of improper sub grade preparation, improper soil fill retention, poor quality of

13

construction, poor quality of construction materials, improper introduction of landscaping

14

and trees, removal of established landscaping and trees, inadequate site drainage,

15

improper roof drainage systems, plumbing line leaks, near foundation excavations,

16

improper long term homeowner maintenance and/or other obvious deficient factors.

17



Localized slope is sometimes incorrectly used as a measurement to quantify localized

18

anomalies. Localized slope is NOT included as a foundation movement criteria in this

19

document because it can be a combination of curvature and tilt. Foundation movement

20

is estimated in this document using the two separate and distinct criteria of curvature and

21

tilt.

22

4.0 DATA ACQUISITION
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1

Items included in the data acquisition may consist of an interview, document review, visual

2

observations, a floor elevation survey, and/or additional data.

3

4.1 Interview

4

The owner, occupant and/or client, contractor / builder, design engineer, building officials, and

5

other relevant parties, if available, may be interviewed for any information concerning the history

6

and any known past or present problems with the foundation, building or site.

7

4.2 Document Review

8

The original Geotechnical Report and any subsequent Geotechnical Reports or Addendums, the

9

original Construction Drawings and any subsequent or revised Construction Drawings,

10

construction phase observation reports, the structural engineering calculations and other

11

relevant documents, if available, may be reviewed for background information. The evaluation of

12

a slab-on-ground does not require the preceding documentation, but reviewing such

13

documentation may assist in refining causation.

14

4.3 Visual Observations

15

Visual observations of distress is one method for evaluating foundation performance. It is based

16

upon the fact that foundation movement can cause visible distress in the foundation, structure

17

and/or finishes of the building. Typical distress patterns from foundation movement includes, but

18

is not limited to; cracks in exterior veneer, cracks / separations of interior finish surfaces,

19

separations of upper trim boards, separations at the junction of brick veneer and window and

20

door frames, cracks and compression ridges on interior walls and ceilings, out-of-square door

21

frames, out-of-level countertops and window sills, separations of upper framing members, and

22

sloping floors.
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1

It should be noted that not all distress is the result of foundation movement; other causes of

2

distress include, but are not limited to; differential thermal movements, normal and expected

3

concrete shrinkage, displacement of the wood framing due to external loading or moisture

4

reduction, inadequate frame design, improper attachment of interior partitions to roof trusses,

5

improper fastening of gypsum board ceilings, poor quality of construction, building material

6

shrinkage, and poor quality building materials.

7

It is recommended that visual observations be documented for future reference and comparison.

8

Distress fits within one or more of the following three categories, Cosmetic Distress, Functional

9

Distress and Structural Distress.

10

4.4 Floor Elevation Survey

11

This section details the steps involved in obtaining accurate floor elevations using a level-

12

measuring device for the purpose of determining the foundation surface shape. Floor elevations

13

taken for the evaluation of slab-on-ground foundations are typically only taken on the first floor.

14

Elevations of the elevated floors are not necessarily representative of the foundation surface

15

shape.

16

Floor elevations should be measured using a level measuring device with an accuracy of 1/8”

17

(3 mm) or better. A spirit level may be useful as a secondary tool to determine levelness of

18

countertops, doorframes, window sills, wall plumb, etc., but should not be used to measure the

19

overall slope of the foundation. A spirit level is too short to provide accurate information for this

20

purpose. Equipment should be calibrated, maintained and operated according to the

21

manufacturer’s recommendations to ensure accurate measurements.
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1

For a single floor level survey, the elevation readings are typically relative elevations, therefore a

2

benchmark is not required. Elevation measurements should be recorded across the entire

3

foundation, including garages, and as necessary at porches and patios. Elevation

4

measurements from garages, porches, and patios require measured or assumed adjustments

5

for steps and slopes. Accuracy of garage porch and patio measurements can be a challenge

6

due to the variability of as-built slopes and steps. The LDP should be aware of these limitations

7

in the assessment. The exact density of measurements is dependent upon the size, layout, and

8

shape of the foundation surface, as well as the purpose of the measurements. It is common to

9

take floor level measurements at a spacing of approximately 10 feet on center..

10

The elevations can be taken on the foundation surface, on the finished flooring, or on a course

11

of brick veneer (typically elevations are taken above the third course as the first three courses

12

are leveling courses, however they must be adjusted to one reference surface). Surveying the

13

ceiling above concrete surfaces with built in slopes (such as garages, porches and patios) and

14

adjusting the elevations to the reference surface can also provide valuable information regarding

15

the movement of a foundation. When surveying ceilings, care should be taken to minimize the

16

impact of framing deflections. Surveying the top of the curb around the perimeter of the garage

17

in another method to avoid the slope of the garage floor.

18

To facilitate future measurements, the plan presenting the recorded elevations should be labeled

19

as a Survey Elevation Plan or an Adjusted Elevation Plan. Rooms should be shown on the

20

plans. It is important that future surveys have enough information to be reproducible.

21

4.5 Additional Data

22

Depending on their availability and necessity, additional items that may be used when evaluating

23

foundation performance include, but are not limited to:
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1



Geotechnical sampling and testing to identify the soil type and the moisture content.

2



Coring of concrete

3



Petrographic Analysis

4



Geophysical Testing

5



Groundwater Monitoring

6



Aerial Photos

7



Topographic Maps

8



Foundation Excavation (commonly referred to as test pits)

9



Rainfall Data

10



Plumbing Testing

11



Tendon lift-off testing

12
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1

5.0 DATA EVALUATION

2

5.1 Building plan

3

A drawing or a sketch of the floor plan shall be made or acquired. It is sometimes useful to

4

include room layout, labeling the room names, and to illustrate counters and other permanent

5

fixtures. Where applicable, the plan may be of the building alone or it may include appropriate

6

features in the yard, such as outbuildings, patios, driveways, sidewalks, trees, large shrubbery,

7

planter beds, drainage grades, drainage ditches, roof gutter downspout discharge, and/or

8

swales and berms.

9

5.2 Distress plan or inventory

10

A distress plan or distress inventory shall be used to document observed distress in the interior

11

and on the exterior of the building at the time of the site investigation. It is recommended to

12

document distress with photographs for future reference and comparison. Distress will fall within

13

fit within one or more of the following three categories, Cosmetic Distress, Functional Distress

14

and Structural Distress.

15

Unlike floor elevation measurements that are typically limited to the first floor, distress is

16

generally observed and recorded on all levels of the interior structure, as well as on the exterior.

17

Distress may also be observed in attic areas, as applicable. In addition to recording distress

18

locations, direction and material type, other information should be included, such as whether the

19

distress is located on the ceiling, floor, or wall, above or below a window or door or at mid-

20

height, the direction of the slope of an out-of-square door jamb, and whether evidence of a

21

previous repair is observed. Approximate widths and lengths of cracks and separations should

22

also be recorded.
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1

Distress on upper levels of the building may be less correlated than distress on the first floor to

2

foundation movement. This is due to the fact that distress on upper levels can be caused by

3

framing issues.

4

5.3 Elevation Plans

5

A floor elevation survey is common method for evaluating foundation performance. This data

6

can be used to estimate the foundation movement as outlined herein. It is important to note that

7

not all measured elevation differences are due to foundation movement. Other factors that can

8

cause elevation differences are construction tolerances and slab edge curl from concrete

9

shrinkage stresses.

10

5.3.1 Survey (Unadjusted) Elevation Plan

11

An unadjusted survey elevation plan depicts the elevation data, unadjusted for changes in floor

12

covering thicknesses, steps and slopes that were recorded during the survey. The presentation

13

of survey elevation plan is not necessary, but may be useful for comparing subsequent elevation

14

surveys.

15

5.3.2 Adjusted Elevation Plan

16

An adjusted elevation plan depicts the elevation data adjusted to a reference surface.

17

Adjustments are needed to account for differences in floor covering thicknesses, steps and

18

surfaces with constructed slopes (such as garages, porches and patios). In addition, elevations

19

taken on brick veneer or ceilings needed to be adjusted. This plan represents an approximation

20

of the actual foundation surface shape at the time of the survey. This plan by itself cannot be

21

used to estimate foundation movement. However, the adjusted elevation plan plus another

22

adjusted elevation plan (or an assumed original as-built elevation plan) can be used to estimate

23

foundation movement.
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1

5.3.3 Adjusted Elevation Contour Plan

2

It is often advantageous to add contours to the adjusted elevation data. Contours provide a

3

visual representation of the foundation surface shape at the time of the survey. Established

4

methods may be used for interpolating data points to create contours.

5

5.3.4 Time-Change Elevation Plan

6

A time-change elevation plan illustrates the changes in elevations between two distinct elevation

7

surveys, each recorded on a different date. A time-change elevation plan can be used to

8

estimate the foundation movement between the two surveys. A time-change elevation plan may

9

not represent the maximum elevation change that occurred in the time elapsed between the two

10

surveys.

11

If an original as-built floor elevation survey is not available and the estimated foundation

12

movement from the time of concrete placement is desired, one method is to assume the as-built

13

foundation was placed in a near flat and level condition. This assumption should be clearly noted

14

in the report and is known to be seldom accurate based on experience and research. None the

15

less, the assumption does establish an assumed as-built floor elevation survey to use with a

16

measured floor elevation survey to create a time-change elevation survey.

17

Since very few foundations are placed perfectly flat and level, some initial elevation differential is

18

likely to have existed at the time of concrete placement. A study17 has shown that a foundation

19

could have been placed with up to 0.2 to 2.2 inches of vertical elevation differential between the

20

highest and lowest points, excluding built-in steps and sloped areas. The construction tolerance

21

may vary by geographical location, size of foundation, shape of foundation and type of

22

foundation. Therefore, when assumed as-built floor elevations are used, the LDP may choose
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1

to use a range of values for the estimated foundation movement to account for the possible

2

range of actual as-built foundation surface shapes.

3

A reference point is needed for computing a time-change elevation plan. The reference point is

4

the location used as a static point in computing time-change elevations over the foundation. The

5

reference point may be a benchmark, or it may be an interior or exterior point that is assumed to

6

remain at a constant elevation between surveys. Typically, the reference point is chosen near

7

the center of the foundation on expansive and compressible soil sites. This practice is based on

8

the assumption that the center of the home has remained at a relatively constant elevation since

9

it is away from exterior moisture influences. In some cases, based on distress, known plumbing

10

leaks or other evidence, a point other than near the center of the foundation may be chosen as

11

the reference point. The reference point is often chosen on the perimeter on foundations located

12

on soil formations not subject to moisture change.

13

The location of the reference point should be recorded on the floor plan or stated in the report.

14

The accuracy of the time-change survey is entirely dependent on the selection of the reference

15

point. If the reference point is not static, the time-change elevation survey is incorrect.

16

5.3.5 Time-Change Elevation Contour Plan

17

Contours may be added to the time-change elevation plan using the methodology described in

18

the Section 5.3.3. Contours on a time-change elevation plan provide a visual representation of

19

the direction and the extent that a foundation is moving.

20
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1

6.0 CRITERIA FOR FOUNDATION MOVEMENT

2

This section provides the criteria for foundation movement needed to assess foundation

3

performance. The two criteria listed below are quantified for estimated foundation movement,

4

not floor elevation differences from a single floor elevation survey. The criteria listed below

5

should only be applied to estimated foundation movements extracted from Time-Change

6

Elevation Plans.

7

Tolerances for the criteria listed below may be utilized to account for the precision of the floor

8

elevation readings and for any assumptions. Floor elevations should be measured using a level

9

measuring device with an accuracy of 1/8” or better. Because it takes two distinct surveys or

10

one survey and an assumed foundation surface shape to estimate foundation movement, the

11

tolerances for the criteria below based solely on the level measuring device could be as much as

12

+/- ¼ inch. The tolerances for any assumptions, such as an assumed as-built foundation

13

surface shape or assumed static reference point between surveys, shall be determined by the

14

LDP.

15

6.1 Curvature

16

Most of the distress induced in a building by foundation movement is caused by curvature,

17

rather than tilt of the foundation. Therefore, the recommended limit for curvature is much lower

18

than the recommended limit for tilt.

19

Curvature from foundation movement, measured over a minimum length of 25 feet,

20

shall be limited to 1/360 or 0.28%.

21
22



When curvature reaches 1/360 or 0.28%, cosmetic distress, functional distress and
structural distress may be present. The LDP should verify that any observed distresses
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1

are associated with the curvature from the foundation movement. In cases of severe

2

cosmetic distress, notable functional distress and some structural distress, the LDP may

3

choose to adopt a lower limit on curvature.

4



5

See Section 6.3.1 for curvature calculations and Section 6.4 for examples of evaluating
curvature.

6

6.2 Tilt

7

Foundation tilt due to soil movement does not normally produce excessive distress in the

8

building. Therefore, it is reasonable to set a higher recommended limit for tilt than for curvature.

9

Tilt from foundation movement, measured from edge to edge of the foundation,

10
11

shall be limited to 1/100 or 1.0%.
Functional distress resulting from tilt includes, but not limited to:

12



Slope of intended level surfaces such as floors, countertops, tubs, showers.

13



Reduced or reversed slope of roof gutters, plumbing drains, or as-built sloped areas such

14
15

as: garage, porch and patio floors.


Doors which open or close on their own (i.e. ghosting doors).

16

If the functional distress is severe or the tilt results in a reverse slope of constructed sloping

17

surfaces, the LDP may choose to adopt a lower limit of tilt. Tilt can also cause structural

18

distress. Examples of structural distress caused by tilt include, but not limited to:

19



20
21
22

Masonry veneer that rotates out of plumb such that the center of gravity of the veneer is
located outside the center third at the base.



Vertical structural members that list, lean or buckle such that structural members are
compromised
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1



When the applicable conditions described above occur, the LDP may choose to adopt a

2

lower limit on tilt. When this conclusion is based on calculations, associated distress

3

must be present.

4

See Section 6.3.1 for tilt calculations and Section 6.4 for examples of evaluating tilt.

5

6.3 Equations and Examples

6

This section includes the equations to be used in conjunction with the foundation movement

7

criteria in Sections 6.1 and 6.2, as well as several examples for computing curvature and tilt.

8

6.3.1 Equations

9

The method presented for computing curvature and tilt is as follows:

10

Curvature

11

Points 1 and 3 = Data points separated by at least 25 ft.

12

Point 2 = the point along the profile the greatest distance from the straight line drawn between

13

points 1 and 3.

14

Cvertical distance between point 2 and the straight line drawn between points 1 and 3, in.

15

LC = horizontal distance between points 1 & 3, in.

16

Curvature = 1/(LC/Cor

17

Curvature (%) = (CLC) x 100

18

Tilt

19

Points A & B = Data points on the edge of the foundation separated by at least the width of the

20

foundation.
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1

Tvertical difference between points A & B, in.

2

LT = horizontal length between points A & B, in.

3

Tilt = 1/(LT/T) or

4

Tilt (%) = (T / LT) x 100

5

Please note the following when using these equations:

6

1. Span lengths (LC, LT) and survey elevation differences (C, T) are measured in the

7

horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. The vast majority of foundation

8

movements are not large enough to justify using slope lengths and perpendicular to the

9

surface elevation differences.

10
11
12

2. Curvature length (LC) may be anywhere along the foundation, whether in orthogonal or
skewed directions.
3. Tilt length (LT) is considered over a span that extends from edge-to-edge of the

13

foundation in any direction, whether in orthogonal or skewed directions. Tilt shall only be

14

calculated across the full width, full length or diagonal of the foundation. When

15

calculating tilt of a surface, the LDP should remember that tilt is a planar measurement of

16

rigid body rotation and as such requires that more than one corner be displaced.

17

Elevations can be taken directly from survey measurements or may be extracted from a contour

18

plan for the purposes of calculating curvature or tilt.
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1

6.3.2 Calculation Examples

2

Several examples for computing curvature and tilt using the equations in Section 6.3.1 are

3

presented in Figure 6.3.2-1:

4

5
6

Tilt

7

For the 80 ft. profile in Figure 6.3.2-1:
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1

∆

1.0

0

80

2

1

3

∆
4

1.0

.

960

.
1
960

or

5
6

%

Ex.
A

LT (ft.)
80’

LT (in.)
960”

∆

.

Ya
0”

%Table 6.3.2-1 Tilt Example

Yb
1”

Tilt. %
0.104%

7

Curvature

8

Computations for curvature for the above examples are shown in the following Table 6.3.2-2:

9
10

Table 6.3.2-2 Curvature Examples

Ex.
A
B
C

LC (ft.)
56’-8”
43’-5”
26’-3”

LC (in.)
680”
521”
315”

Y1
0”
1.4”
-1.5”

Y2
-1.5”
0”
1.0”

Y3
1.4”
-1.5”
-0.8”

∆C (in.)

Curv.

Curv. %

1.91”
2.53”
0.63

1/356
1/206
1/500

0.281%
0.485%
0.200%

11

For this example, C is less than 1/360 or 0.28% deflection limit criterion, while B is much greater

12

than 1/360 or 0.28% and A is slightly within the tolerance outlined in 6.0.

13

Note that a common error in computing curvature is exemplified in Example C(Wrong). This

14

example shows how some may incorrectly compute the curvature to be the vertical distance

15

between data points 1 and 2 rather than the vertical distance between data point 3 and a straight

16

line between data points 1 and 2 as shown in Example C.

17
18

6.4 EXAMPLES USING ELEVATIONS AND CONTOURS TO CHECK VARIOUS
CROSS SECTION PROFILES

19

This section contains examples which show how a cross section is cut using adjusted time-

20

change elevation readings and contours to create a profile to check the curvature and tilt in any

21

direction or vertical section across a foundation.
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7.0 CRITERIA FOR FOUNDATION ASSESSMENT

2

The determination of whether a foundation performance is “acceptable”, “unacceptable” or

3

“marginal” shall depend on the associated levels of cosmetic distress, functional distress,

4

structural distress AND the estimated foundation movement described by curvature and tilt.

5

When evaluating distress, the history of past repairs must be considered.

6

It is the responsibility of the LDP to consider the level of distress in all three distress categories

7

combined with the estimated foundation movement when making a foundation assessment. An

8

extreme value in any of the five criteria listed above could lead to a foundation assessment of

9

“unacceptable”. However, it is more likely that the LDP will need to consider all five criteria

10

when making a foundation assessment. When the criteria for foundation performance are

11

inconclusive, the LDP may determine the foundation performance is “marginal”. In the case of

12

“marginal” foundation performance, the LDP may choose to recommend additional testing or

13

continued observations and floor surveys.

14

Other possible cases are listed below.

15

Case 1

16

If curvature slightly less than 1/360 or 0.28% has resulted in any structural distress,

17

excessive functional distress or severe cosmetic distress, the performance of the foundation

18

can be considered to be “unacceptable”. Conversely, if curvature slightly more than 1/360 or

19

0.28% has resulted in no structural distress, limited functional distress or only moderate

20

cosmetic distress, the performance of the foundation can be considered to be “acceptable”.

21

Case 2
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If tilt slightly less than 1/100 or 1.0% has resulted in any structural distress, excessive

2

functional distress or severe cosmetic distress, the performance of the foundation can be

3

considered unacceptable. Tilt cannot be caused by an inappropriate foundation design. It is

4

caused by non-uniform movement of the soil supporting the foundation. Conversely, if tilt

5

slightly more than 1/100 or 1.0% has resulted in no structural distress, limited functional

6

distress or only moderate cosmetic distress, the performance of the “soil supporting the

7

foundation” can be considered to be acceptable the performance of the foundation can be

8

considered acceptable.

9

Case 3

10

If the curvature significantly exceeds 1/360 or 0.28% (for example 1/200), the performance

11

of the foundation could be considered to be “unacceptable”.

12

Case 4

13

If the tilt significantly exceeds 1/100 or 1% (for example 1/55 or 1.8%), the performance of

14

the foundation could be considered “unacceptable”. Tilt cannot be caused by an

15

inappropriate foundation design. It is caused by non-uniform movement of the soil

16

supporting the foundation.

17

This document does not provide guidelines for remedial actions in the case of “unacceptable”

18

foundation performance.

19

There is a very important distinction to be made when the unacceptable foundation assessment

20

is based on curvature versus tilt. Curvature above the recommended limit listed herein can be

21

attributed to several factors, including but not limited to; soil movement beyond the design

22

parameters, inadequate structural design, improper foundation construction and/or excessive
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concrete shrinkage cracking. On the other hand, tilt above the recommended limit listed herein

2

is caused by soil movement and is NOT related to structural design, foundation construction or

3

concrete shrinkage cracking.
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8.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

2

This document provides guidelines to aid in the evaluation of the performance of post-tensioned

3

and non-post-tensioned slab-on-ground foundations for residential and similarly constructed low-

4

rise buildings for all soil conditions. The contents of this document are summarized below.

5
6



7
8

There are many types of soil movement. Several of the more common types of soil
movement include settlement, shrinkage, subsidence, and soil swelling.



9

Curvature from foundation movement, measured over a minimum length of 25 ft., shall
be limited to 1/360 or 0.28. When cosmetic distress, functional distress and structural

10

distress is severe at curvatures less than 1/360 or 0.28%, the LDP may choose to adopt

11

a lower limit on curvature.” The LDP should verify that the observed distress is

12

associated with curvature from foundation movement.

13



Tilt from foundation movement, measured from edge to edge of the foundation, shall be

14

limited to 1/100 or 1%. If severe functional distress is present or the tilt results in a

15

reverse slope of a constructed sloping surfaces, the LDP may choose to adopt a lower

16

limit of tilt. The LDP may also choose to adopt a lower limit of tilt if the center of gravity

17

of a masonry veneer is located outside of the center third at the base or vertical structural

18

members are compromised (see Section 6.2).

19



Tolerances for the foundation movement criteria may be used (See Section 6.0).

20



The determination of whether a foundation performance is “acceptable”, “unacceptable”

21

or “marginal” shall depend on the associated levels of cosmetic distress, functional

22

distress, structural distress AND the estimated foundation movement described by

23

curvature and tilt.
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2
3
4

In the case of “marginal” foundation performance, the LDP may choose to recommend
additional testing or continued observations and floor surveys.



This document does not provide guidelines for remedial actions in the case of
“unacceptable” foundation performance.

5
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